
CONCLUSION 

  

Gentlemen, I realize that very few of you ever have read a sexually explicit parable such as 

this one in your Bible Study, Sunday School, Men's Conference, or any other Christian 

context! Yet, have not we, our pastors, and even our own teenage sons surreptitiously 

consumed the secular world's sexually explicit music, magazines, cartoons, pornography, or 

other hedonistic adult entertainment? When our grandparents were young, songs like “Meat 

Balls” by Lil Johnson were sexually implicit rather than the explicit lyrics we hear today. 

Thus, human sexuality is not something from which we should cower. Having made it thus 

far in our workbook, hopefully you see just how candid VICE’s ministry of sexual healing is! 

Unlike the church you may attend each week, we are totally honest in discussing the 

ubiquitous sexual vices inveterately associated with hedonism before, during, and after 

high school. Kudos to you for being among an exiguous number of Christian fathers, 

mentors, sons, etc., who possess the presence of mind or the "balls" requisite to teaching 

horny adolescent males these Biblically correct truths about sexuality! Can our progeny 

consistently reach adulthood unscathed by sexual mistakes, lest we teach them the truth, 

the whole truth, and nothing but the truth about masturbation and male concupiscence?  In 

this Age of Feminism, Heaven's Head Coach needs more righteous men to stand in the gap 

for their own sons and for countless fatherless youths at the precipice of puberty, pederasty, 

and so called "politically correct" forms of sexual perversion. For example, although 

condoned by both the US Supreme Court and by Hell's Head Coach, gay marriage is not 

an option for any real Christian. IF Adam marries Steve and Eve marries Evelyn, then both 

couples are cursed according to the Holy Bible. Albeit atheists, agnostics, feminists, and 

counterfeit Christians will argue otherwise, Victory In Christ Ensemble's clarion voice 

declares that GOD's WORD is infallibly the same yesterday, today, and forevermore!  

  



Assuredly, such a Biblically correct pedagogy as this is antagonistic – if not antithetical – to 

the agendas of the Feminist Movement, the Horny Heterosexual Movement, and the Gay 

Movement in the United States! In a nation wherein "In God We Trust" has become a mere 

creed on the money upon which it is printed, is not rampant immorality to be expected? 

Ergo, most Americans will block, tackle, clip, and run VICE’s moral truths out of bounds 

rather than to free themselves from the shameful sexual secrets hidden in their closets. A 

Christian sage once argued that the misnomer of "politically correct" is tantamount to very 

subtle deception by Hell's Head Coach in order to make vice appear to be more pleasant to 

the eye than virtue. With that in mind, was this father and son erotic experience tantamount 

to child molestation, incest, or neither? Explain. Gentlemen, you may not realize it now; but 

your discussions of this sexual parable will richly bless your sons and your entire Christian 

coterie. IF you dare to be honest men, then VICE encourages you to share anonymous 

responses to the Sexual Survey at the end of this workbook with us. IF you have any 

additional comments or criticisms of this unique Ministry of Sexual Healing, then by all 

means, please "keep it real" as you anonymously share them via e-mail or US mail. Unless 

you want a personal reply, I don't need that you disclose your name or return address. Just 

a pseudonym, your relative age [i.e., I’m in my teens, 20’s, 40’s, 50’s, etc.], and your candid 

thoughts will suffice. May God copiously bless each of you – and especially your children! 

 

25. FINAL QUESTION: IF you could go back and erase just one sexual mistake you made 

before reaching the age of twenty-one, then what would it be [i.e., having fathered a bastard 

child, not having told when you were seduced or molested by an older guy, having fondled 

or seduced a young girl or boy when you were a teenager, having a STD, etc.]? Explain. 

 

VICE created this unique sexual survey in order to get fathers, teenagers, attorneys, 

correctional officers, coaches, teachers, mentors, etc., to talk more candidly about sexual 

morality, masculinity, masturbation, molestation, date rape, abortion, family values, etc. 



Gentlemen, having completed both the IQ Exam and Essay Questions, presumably you 

have begun an ineffably cathartic spiritual and emotional male bonding experience, which is 

not available at many churches. IF you are honest with your peers in answering this survey, 

then please do so wherever you may reside. IF you lack such a coterie, then VICE also 

invites you to register and to attend a men's workshop conducive to your getting physically, 

emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually naked. However, unlike this Army officer, most 

guys are just like Junior's grandfather – attempting to outrun your own sexual shadows 

rather than to confront ubiquitous truths with your sons, nephews, brothers, etc. Brethren, 

such denial and discomfort discussing male sexuality can contribute to pederasty, 

promiscuity, bisexuality, bend over boyfriend, and a plethora of other untoward 

consequences for your sons, nephews, and their peers. Ergo, VICE challenges every 

Christian teenager and man to peruse the Holy Bible seeking to find anything on God's "not 

to do" list of commandments wherein your life would be better off doing it. Conversely, find 

anything on God's "thou shalt" list wherein your life would be better off disobeying or not 

following His instructions. Stated differently, in the context of defining virtue, vice, and 

morality, are we smarter or wiser than God? Explain. What parents wouldn't want their sons 

and daughters to reach adulthood unscathed by many of the same vices that plagued them 

during adolescence? Then, why do we refuse to teach our progeny how to study and to 

obey God's Word? Contrary to the statistics quoted in government and academic 

publications, VICE speculates that 79% - 97% of boys in any city in the United States will be 

propositioned by another male prior to age twenty-one! Moreover, we believe that 

fatherlessness is a primary cause of inappropriate touching and other sexual behavior in the 

rites of passage into manhood. The double-edged sword, however, is that fatherlessness 

also truncates these males ever discerning appropriate touching and healthy sexual 

behaviors in the rites of passage. In this Age of Feminism and single parenting, virtuous 

fathers, uncles, pastors, teachers, coaches, etc., have a moral and intellectual responsibility 

to cogitate and to explicate those permutations differentiating among heteroerotic, 



heterosexual, homosexual, homoerotic, homophobic, and homophilic male behaviors. 

This is precisely what VICE does at our workshops. We hold these truths to be self-evident 

that most of you will discover sexual baggage hidden under your own fig leaves in this 

process. Yet, remember, WE can't fix it IF we can't face it.  Shall we begin? 

  

  

  

  

  

 


